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What do we Mean by ‘Model Selection’

• Testing competing models against each other (i.e., relative fit).
• Nested model tests
• Non-nested model tests

• Feature Selection
• Which variables (features) of the data are important to predict

the outcome?
• Focus here is often on parsimony

• Multi-model inference
• How to deal with model selection uncertainty in a principled way.
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Options for Comparative Model Fit

• Direct tests of nested models - F (ANOVA), �2 (Analysis of
Deviance, LR-Test)

• Information Criteria measures (e.g., AIC and BIC)

• Tests for Non-nested Models (e.g., Clarke and Vuong)
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Nested Model Tests

Tests like the LR test and F-test require nested models because,

• They are considering the di↵erent between two statistics (RSS or
LR)

• This di↵erence follows an F or �2 distribution under the null
(neither distribution permits negative values).

• So, the model with more parameters must provide a fit not worse
than the model with fewer parameters.

• The only way to ensure this is the case is to ensure that the
models are nested
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Likelihood Ratio Test

The LR Test uses the statistic defined by the di↵erence in the
log-likelihoods of the models.

LR = �2 (llrestricted � llunrestricted) ⇠ �2p�q (1)

where there are p parameters in the unrestricted model and q
parameters in the restricted model.

• The distribution is asymptotically right, but will not be exactly
�2 in finite samples.

• Deviance is often taken as �2llmodel, though this is not always
the case (take, for example, the linear model case).
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Information Theory

• Information theorists believe in reality, but not in the notion of
“true” models.

• Models are necessarily simplified constructions that try to
approximate reality.

• There is more information in large datasets than small.

• Information amounts to the ability to identify interesting, though
substantively small e↵ects
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Three Principles guiding Model-based Inference

1. Parsimony

• Encapsulates the bias-variance tradeo↵.

2. Multiple Working Hypotheses
• There is no single null hypothesis against which an alternative is

to be tested.
• rather, there is a (small-ish) set, well-specified and theoretically

derived working hypotheses.

3. Strength of Evidence

• We must be able to quantify the “strength of evidence” supporting
various working hypotheses if science is to progress in the usual
way.
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K-L Information

Kullback and Leibler (1951) quantified the meaning of “information”.

I (f ,�) =
π

f (x)lo�
✓
f (x)
�(x |� )

◆
dx

where:

• f denotes a fixed (i.e., constant) reality (reality is non-parametric
[i.e., it has no parameters])

• � is a model approximating f with parameters � .

• I (f ,�) is the information lost when using � to approximate f .

There is no assumption that a true model exists (much less that the
true model is in our candidate set of models) nor is there an
assumption that the models are nested.
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Expected Information

We cannot use I (f ,�) in model selection because it requires knowledge
of f and � the parameters in �.

I (f ,�) = Ef [lo�(f (x))] � Ef [lo�(�(x |� ))]
= C � Ef [lo�(�(x |� ))]

Estimating relative information for each model in the set results in
our ability to compare across models (since C is constant for all model
comparisons).
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Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC)

The goal was to estimate: E�Ex
h
lo�(�(x |�̂ (�)))

i
, essentially the relative

information with � replaced with the MLE estimates �̂ .

• Akaike found that lo�(L(�̂ |data)) was a biased estimator of

E�Ex
h
lo�(�(x |�̂ (�)))

i
, but that asymptotically the bias is

approximately equal to K , the number of parameters in �̂ . Thus,

lo�(L(�̂ |data)) � K = C � Ê�̂ [I (f , �̂)]
K is not arbitrary, but chosen to minimize bias in the estimated
expected information.

AIC = �2(lo�(L(�̂ |data)) � K)
= �2lo�(L(�̂ |data)) + 2K
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Small-sample Correction

When K is large relative to n or for any value of K for small-n, there is
a correction to AIC.

AICc = �2lo�(L(�̂ |data)) + 2K + 2K(K + 1)
n � K � 1

• This should be used probably always, but especially if n/K  40
for the largest K in the model set.

• AICc converges to AIC as n ! 1.
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�i values

Often, for AICc or AIC to be interpretable, �i should be calculated
such that for each model i in the model set,

�i = AICi �AICmin

This gives the “best” model �i = 0

• This captures the information loss due to using model �i rather
than the best model, �min .

• The large �i , the less likely model i is the best approximation of
reality f .

Conventional cut-o↵ values for �i are:

• �i  2 indicates substantial support,

• 4  �i  7 indicates less support,

• �i � 10 indicates essentially no support.
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BIC

The BIC is defined as:

BIC = �2 log(L) + K log(n)

• BIC is not technically based in “information theory” and as such
is not an information criterion measure.

• The BIC is meant to approximate the Bayes Factor (or rather its
log):

Pr(D |M1)
Pr(D |M2)

=

Ø
Pr(�1 |M1)Pr(D |�1,M1)d�1Ø
Pr(�2 |M2)Pr(D |�2,M2)d�2

• Models need not be nested and we need not appeal to the idea
that there exists a “true” model, much less that the true model is
in our set of candidate models.
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AIC or BIC

The question of whether to use AIC or BIC is often left to how much
you want to penalize additional model parameters. In actuality, the
question is one of performance in picking the K-L best model.

• When there are “tapering e↵ects”, AIC is better

• When reality is simple with a few big e↵ects captured by the
highest posterior probability models, then BIC is often better.
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Non-nested Model Tests

Both AIC and BIC work for non-nested models, but neither is a test

per se (i.e., they don’t have sampling distributions which can be
evaluated to produce p-values). There are a set of tests for non-nested
models that do have known sampling distributions. Consider the
following set of models:

H1 :Ä = X� +u1, E(u 0
1u1) = �2

1 I

H2 :Ä = Z� +u2, E(u 0
2u2) = �2

2 I

where:

•
� and � are vectors of length k1 and k2, respectively.

These models are non-nested if, in general, it is impossible to put
restrictions on � to arrive at � and vice-versa.
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Artificial Nesting

Artificial nesting nests the two separate models in a single
‘super-model’ and then performs joint tests on the sub-components
corresponding to each model

• Encompassing Test and J-test are both artificial nesting tests.

Problems with artificial nesting:

• Can identify both models as being ‘good’ without preferring one
to the other.
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Likelihood-based Tests

There are a number of tests that are based on the Likelihoods of the
two models.

• Vuong Test

• Clarke Test
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Vuong Test

The Vuong test is a likelihood ratio test specified as follows:

L̃Rn(�̂n , �̂n) = log(L1) � log(L2) �
k1 � k2

2
logn

This statistic has a standard normal distribution under the null
hypothesis that the two models are not di↵erent from each other.
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Distribution Free Test

Clarke (2003) puts forth a distribution-free test that is really a
“paired sign test”. The statistic is calculated as:

di = log(L�,xi ) � log(L� ,zi ) + (p � q)
✓
lo�(n)
2n

◆

B =
n’
i=1

I0,+1(di )

• The di are the di↵erence in individual log-likelihoods for the two
models

• The second equation above counts up the number of positive di
values.

• We are testing to see whether B is significantly bigger than a
random binomial variable that has a p = .5 and n the same as the
number of rows in X and Z .
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Examples in R

You can produce AIC, AICc and BIC in the following ways:

library(car)
data(Prestige)
mod1 <- lm(prestige ~ income + women,

data=na.omit(Prestige), y=T)
mod2 <- lm(prestige ~ education + type + women,

data=na.omit(Prestige), y=T)
AIC(mod1)

## [1] 763.8879

library(AICcmodavg)
AICc(mod1)

## [1] 764.318

BIC(mod1)

## [1] 774.2278
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Vuong and Clarke Tests in R

library(games)
vuong(mod1, mod2)

##
## Vuong test for non-nested models
##
## Model 1 log-likelihood: -378
## Model 2 log-likelihood: -336
## Observations: 98
## Test statistic: -3.6
##
## Model 2 is preferred (p = 0.00034)

clarke(mod1, mod2)

##
## Clarke test for non-nested models
##
## Model 1 log-likelihood: -378
## Model 2 log-likelihood: -336
## Observations: 98
## Test statistic: 24 (24%)
##
## Model 2 is preferred (p = 4.2e-07)
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Feature Selection: Manually

Sometimes, we want to try to generate parsimonious models

• Could use stepwise methods, but they have a pretty bad
reputation.

• They might identify the best set of variables, but give little
information about other sets with nearly identical fit.

• We will focus on Subset Selection Methods
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Subset Methods

• The goal of subset methods is to examine which subsets give the

best fit to the data for a given number of predictors

• Even when the number of variables is large, it is feasible to
examine all subsets

• If there are p potential predictors, then there are 2p possible
models

• Subset techniques have the advantage over stepwise regression of
revealing alternative nearly equivalent models and thus avoid the
appearance of a uniquely “correct” result

• Several measures can be used to determine the best model subset
• R2

• AIC
• BIC
• Mallow’s Cp -statistic
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Subset Methods: Mallow’s Cp -statistic

• Mallow’s Cp -statistic is defined as:

Cp =

Õ
E2i

S2E
+ 2p � n

= (K + 1 � p)(Fp � 1) + p

• S2E is for the full model containing k explanatory variables; RSS
(
Õ
E2i ) is from the subset model with p explanatory variables

• Fp is the incremental F -test for the hypothesis that the regressors
omitted from the subset have slope 0. If the hypothesis is true,
E(Fp ) ' 1, and thus Cp ' p

• Cp increases with the residual sum of squares.

• A good model, then, has Cp as close to p as possible

• A plot of Cp against p allows us to choose the model
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Model Selection Example: Ericksen Data (1)

library(leaps)

Ericksen <- scaleDataFrame(Ericksen)

X <- model.matrix(undercount ~ .,

data=Ericksen)[,-1]

y <- model.response(model.frame(undercount

~ ., data=Ericksen))

rmods <- regsubsets(x=X, y=y, method="exhaustive",

all.best=TRUE, nbest=10)
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Model Selection Example: Ericksen Data (3)

• Subset selection is implement in R using two packages: leaps
and car

• Using the regsubsets function, you specify the full model and
how many subsets you want

• The subsets function in car graphs the models with the subset
size on the horizontal axis and the statistic used for fit on the
vertical axis

• The subsets function allows you to specify the following
statistics: Mallows Cp “cp”, R2 “rsq”, adjusted R2 “adjrs2”, RSS
“rss” or BIC “bic”

• You can also specify the number of predictors you want in the
model (below specifies 3 to 5 predictors)
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Subsets plot for the Ericksen Data

library(car)

subsets(rmods, statistic="cp", legend=F)

## Abbreviation

## minority m

## crime cr

## poverty p

## language l

## highschool hg

## housing hs

## conventional cn

## citystate ct
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Subsets plot for the Ericksen Data (2)
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Subsets plot zoomed in
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Shrinkage Estimators

Shrinkage estimators can reduce sampling variability and sometimes
improve model fit (particularly in the presence of collinearity).

• Shrinkage estimators impose constraints on the fitted model
(particularly on the size of the coe�cients).

• The result of these constraints is to shrink the estimates toward
zero.

• Ridge Regression and the LASSO are the two most prominent
shrinkage estimators.

NB: these are biased estimators, so they might be good for stabilizing
predictions, but they won’t be particularly good for more
conventional theory testing.
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Ridge Regression

Ridge Regression minimizes the following function:

N’
i=1

 
�i � �0 +

p’
j=1

�jxi j

!2
+ �

p’
j=1

�2j

• � is a tuning parameter that governs the relative impact on RSS
and the penalty on the regression model.

• As � ! 0, the estimates get increasingly close to the OLS
estimates.

• As � ! 1, the estimates get increasingly close to zero.

The choice of � is important and is often done with cross-validation.
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CV with Ridge Regression

library(parcor)
library(readstata13)
banks99 <- read.dta13(

"http://quantoid.net/files/reg3/banks99.dta")
banks99s <- scaleDataFrame(banks99[,-c(1,2,4)])
X <- model.matrix(gdppc_mp ~. , data=banks99s)[,-1]
y <- model.response(model.frame(gdppc_mp ~. , data=banks99s))
rcv <- ridge.cv(X,y)
mod <- lm(y ~ X)
rat <- with(rcv, c(intercept, coefficients))/coef(mod)
names(rat) <- gsub("X", "", names(rat))
library(lattice)
dotplot(sort(rat), col="black")
trellis.focus("panel", 1, 1)
panel.abline(v=0, lty=2, col="gray65")
panel.abline(v=c(-1,1), lty=3, col="gray75")
trellis.unfocus()
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Plot
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Bootstrapping Ridge Regression

It is possible to bootstrap ridge regression results because ridge
regression uses all variables.

• However, you might not want to because the estimates are
biased, so it is not obvious what the inference would mean.

• In case you’re interested, the next slide has the code
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Bootstrapping Ridge Regression in R

library(boot)
set.seed(123)
r.yhat <- X %*% rcv$coef + rcv$intercept
r.resid <- y - r.yhat
rr <- function(dat, inds, resids, yhat){

assign(".inds", inds, envir=.GlobalEnv)
boot.y <- yhat + resids[.inds]

mod <- ridge.cv(X, boot.y)
remove(".inds", envir=.GlobalEnv)
with(mod, c(intercept, coefficients))

}
boot.rr <- boot(banks99, rr, R=500, resids=r.resid,

yhat=r.yhat)
preds <- cbind(1, X) %*% t(boot.rr$t)
lmpreds <- cbind(1, X) %*%

t(mvrnorm(500, mod$coef, vcov(mod)))
sd.preds <- apply(preds, 1, sd)
sd.lmpreds <- apply(lmpreds, 1, sd)
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Ratio of Prediction Standard Errors (LM/Ridge)
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LASSO (the L1 norm)

The LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) is
another regularization method for estimating regression.

• Uses a di↵erent penalty than ridge regression:

N’
i=1

 
�i � �0 +

p’
j=1

�jxi j

!2
+ �

p’
j=1

|�j | (2)

• Doesn’t necessarily use all of the variables (i.e., some coe�cients
could be zero)

• Since not all variables are used in each fit, bootstrapping is more
problematic here (though not impossible).
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The LASSO in R

library(glmnet)
g <- glmnet(X, y)
cvg <- cv.glmnet(X,y)
round(cbind(coef(cvg), coef(mod)), 4)

## 21 x 2 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
## 1
## (Intercept) 0.0000 0.0000
## under5_mort . 0.0214
## area_km2 . 0.1365
## inet_hosts_pc 0.0224 -0.0032
## inet_users_pc 0.1100 0.1813
## enprod_kgcoal_pc . 0.2801
## encons_kgcoal_pc 0.0386 -0.2730
## elec_prod_kwh_pc . 0.1422
## cement_prod_pc . 0.0073
## nseats_largest_party_leg . 0.1520
## eff_leg . -0.0026
## pct_seats_largest_party . 0.0250
## radios_pc . 0.0140
## tvs_pc . -0.0025
## newspapers_pc . -0.0930
## polity2 . 0.0765
## parl_resp . -0.0853
## popdens . 0.0607
## imports_pc 0.1961 0.2825
## exports_pc 0.0336 0.1673
## all_veh_pc 0.4863 0.5060
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Correlation of Predictions

tmp <- data.frame(
ridge = c(cbind(1, X) %*% with(rcv,

c(intercept, coefficients))),
lasso = c(cbind(1, X) %*% as.matrix(coef(cvg))),
ols = fitted(mod)

)
round(cor(tmp), 4)

## ridge lasso ols
## ridge 1.0000 0.9840 0.9902
## lasso 0.9840 1.0000 0.9768
## ols 0.9902 0.9768 1.0000
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Adaptive Lasso

The lasso gives all variables the same penalty (�). The adaptive lasso
relaxes this assumption by allowing each parameter to have a
di↵erent weight:

argmin
�

������ �
p’
j�1

x j�j

�����
2

+ �

p’
j=1

w j |�j |

Where we use results from an auxiliary regression (OLS, Ridge or
LASSO) to make the weights:

ŵ j =
1

|�̂j |�

� is not usually estimated, but values 0.5, 1, and 2 are tried to
evaluate sensitivity. The only technical constraint is that � > 0.
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Oracle Property

The Adaptive Lasso has been shown to have the Oracle property, that
the selection procedure asymptotically chooses the right model:

• True 0 coe�cients are estimated as 0 with probability that tends
toward 1

• True non-zero coe�cients are estimated as if the true sub-model
were known.
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Steps for Adaptive LASSO

1. Estimate the initial coe�cients via regression model (OLS, Ridge
or LASSO).

2. Calculate the weights w j =
1

|�j |� � = {0.5, 1, 2}.
3. Use the weights as input to the LASSO routine.
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Adaptive LASSO example

# estimate initial ridge regression and save coefficients
b.ridge <- coef(ridge.cv(X,y))
# calculate weights
gamma <- 1
w <- 1/(abs(b.ridge)^gamma)
# estimate the LASSO with the weights
cvg <- cv.glmnet(X,y, penalty.factor=w)
coef(cvg)

## 21 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
## 1
## (Intercept) -4.265496e-17
## under5_mort .
## area_km2 .
## inet_hosts_pc .
## inet_users_pc .
## enprod_kgcoal_pc .
## encons_kgcoal_pc .
## elec_prod_kwh_pc .
## cement_prod_pc .
## nseats_largest_party_leg .
## eff_leg .
## pct_seats_largest_party .
## radios_pc .
## tvs_pc .
## newspapers_pc .
## polity2 .
## parl_resp .
## popdens .
## imports_pc 2.065178e-01
## exports_pc .
## all_veh_pc 5.724688e-01
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Spike and Slab Priors

Bayesian regression models with “spike and slab” priors are also
useful for variable selection problems. They are mixtures of two
components:

• The spike: a very narrow (perhaps even degenerate) distribution
at zero.

• The slab: a di↵use normal distribution centered at the research
hypothesis.

Iterations of the sampler where the coe�cient is caught in the spike
are zero.
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Example

library(BoomSpikeSlab)
ssreg <- lm.spike(gdppc_mp ~ ., data=banks99s, niter=1000)

summary(ssreg)

## coefficients:
## mean sd mean.inc sd.inc inc.prob
## all_veh_pc 6.88e-01 0.093800 0.6900 0.08600 0.997
## imports_pc 1.89e-01 0.181000 0.3490 0.06570 0.542
## exports_pc 1.47e-01 0.171000 0.3300 0.06940 0.445
## area_km2 2.12e-02 0.060800 0.1810 0.05170 0.117
## inet_hosts_pc 8.44e-03 0.040800 0.1800 0.06870 0.047
## parl_resp -2.26e-03 0.017700 -0.1250 0.04480 0.018
## nseats_largest_party_leg 1.23e-03 0.014400 0.1530 0.05590 0.008
## inet_users_pc 1.09e-03 0.015900 0.1560 0.11800 0.007
## enprod_kgcoal_pc -1.01e-03 0.023400 -0.1690 0.27400 0.006
## encons_kgcoal_pc 3.40e-03 0.055900 0.6800 0.45400 0.005
## radios_pc 3.46e-04 0.007440 0.1150 0.08810 0.003
## elec_prod_kwh_pc 4.25e-05 0.003100 0.0142 0.06710 0.003
## eff_leg -2.29e-04 0.005380 -0.1140 0.05380 0.002
## cement_prod_pc -3.36e-05 0.000753 -0.0168 0.00148 0.002
## popdens 6.56e-05 0.002070 0.0656 0.00000 0.001
## newspapers_pc 7.11e-05 0.002250 0.0711 0.00000 0.001
## tvs_pc -2.74e-04 0.008670 -0.2740 0.00000 0.001
## pct_seats_largest_party 5.66e-05 0.001790 0.0566 0.00000 0.001
## under5_mort -1.10e-04 0.003470 -0.1100 0.00000 0.001
## polity2 0.00e+00 0.000000 0.0000 0.00000 0.000
## (Intercept) 0.00e+00 0.000000 0.0000 0.00000 0.000
##
## residual.sd =
## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
## 0.2059 0.2878 0.3142 0.3172 0.3400 0.5220
##
## r-square =
## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
## 0.7275 0.8844 0.9013 0.8977 0.9172 0.9576
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Controlling the Spike and Slab Prior

You can control many aspects of the spike and slab prior with the
SpikeSlabPrior function.

prior <- SpikeSlabPrior(cbind(1,X), y, expected.model.size=4)
ssreg2 <- lm.spike(gdppc_mp ~ ., data=banks99s,

niter=1000, prior=prior)

summary(ssreg2)

## coefficients:
## mean sd mean.inc sd.inc inc.prob
## all_veh_pc 6.51e-01 0.09500 0.6510 0.0950 1.000
## imports_pc 2.22e-01 0.19000 0.3680 0.0755 0.602
## exports_pc 1.39e-01 0.17500 0.3430 0.0758 0.406
## area_km2 6.07e-02 0.08890 0.1740 0.0540 0.349
## inet_hosts_pc 1.77e-02 0.05720 0.1730 0.0713 0.102
## parl_resp -6.12e-03 0.02980 -0.1300 0.0526 0.047
## nseats_largest_party_leg 3.86e-03 0.02130 0.1020 0.0456 0.038
## eff_leg -2.50e-03 0.01970 -0.1040 0.0756 0.024
## inet_users_pc 3.63e-03 0.02740 0.1650 0.0881 0.022
## radios_pc 2.33e-03 0.02210 0.1560 0.0962 0.015
## encons_kgcoal_pc 6.64e-04 0.00948 0.0553 0.0697 0.012
## under5_mort 1.02e-03 0.01050 0.0848 0.0486 0.012
## popdens 6.67e-04 0.00822 0.0607 0.0524 0.011
## polity2 -1.67e-04 0.00337 -0.0239 0.0351 0.007
## newspapers_pc -3.93e-04 0.00802 -0.0561 0.0840 0.007
## tvs_pc 1.46e-04 0.00974 0.0209 0.1240 0.007
## pct_seats_largest_party -1.91e-04 0.00375 -0.0274 0.0384 0.007
## cement_prod_pc -3.41e-04 0.00681 -0.0568 0.0736 0.006
## enprod_kgcoal_pc 6.06e-05 0.00125 0.0202 0.0130 0.003
## (Intercept) -7.00e-05 0.00293 -0.0233 0.0590 0.003
## elec_prod_kwh_pc 1.49e-04 0.00406 0.0747 0.0730 0.002
##
## residual.sd =
## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
## 0.2094 0.2761 0.2995 0.3036 0.3291 0.4576
##
## r-square =
## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
## 0.7906 0.8917 0.9103 0.9064 0.9237 0.9562
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Four Most Important Variables

Variable Ridge Lasso Adaptive Lasso Spike-slab
Internet Users/capita 0.100 0.111 0.000 0.180
Energy Consumption 0.099 0.024 0.000 0.071
Imports/capita 0.169 0.199 0.201 0.075
Vehicles/capita 0.172 0.485 0.556 0.096
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Inference After Selection

Inference gets much more complicated after model selection, given
that variables are often selected because they are significant
predictors. There are a few options for post-selection inference.

• Data Splitting - Split the sample into two halves - select on one
set, test on the other. Most conserative (loss of power due to
lower N).

• Data Carving - A small proportion of the sample is witheld from
training and then the entire sample is used for testing Fithian,
Sun and Taylor (2014).

• Exact post-selection inference possible for Forward Selection
Regression and LASSO with fixed � (Tibshirani et al. 2014,
SelectiveInferecen package in R).

• Valid post-selection inference for Linear LS Models (Berk et al.
2013, implemented in the PoSI package in R).
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Variable Selection Methods: Cautions (1)

• If we have a very large number of predictors and we simply want
a parsimonious predictive model, subset methods and the lasso
could be really useful.

• When tackling collinearity, however, variable selection may
results in a re-specified model that does not address the original
research question (ridge regression could help).

• If the original model is correctly specified, then coe�cient
estimates following variable selection are biased. However, the bias
may not be overwhelming if you started o↵ with a severe
collinearity problem
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Variable Selection Methods: Cautions (2)

• If our goal is to assess the individual predictors (or their relative
impacts), variable selection models have serious implications

• Standard errors calculated following variable selection overstate
the precision of results - they do not control for relevant predictors
and they do not account for model selection unertainty.

• A new sample may give di↵erent results, leading to inconsistent
interpretation of “e↵ects”

• These models, again, are really about prediction not hypothesis
testing, though the can still be quite valuable.
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Model Selection Uncertainty

Generally we present what we think to be the single best model after
a more or less extensive model search.

• Our estimates of sampling variability of parameters is often too
small because we “forget” to include model selection uncertainty
(the fact that we didn’t know initially exactly the right model).

• This uncertainty captures the extent to which we are unsure
about this model and have considered other alternatives.

• Others have proposed solutions to the problem (e.g., Leamer,
with the idea of “Leamer Bound”), but we will consider two
alternatives here - AIC/BIC weights and Model Averaging.
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Akaike Weights

We can construct Akaike weights in the following way:

wi =
exp

⇣
��i
2

⌘
Õ

i exp
⇣
��i
2

⌘

• exp
⇣
��i
2

⌘
is the likelihood of the model given the data.

• wi gives (essentially) the probability that model i is the K-L best
model approximation of f .

These estimates can be used to give us measures of sampling variance
that are unconditional on the model selected.
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Example

Let’s think about the Ericksen Dataset and estimating di↵erent
models. One method would be to specify the models we wanted
directly.

library(MuMIn)
mods <- list()
mods[[1]] <- lm(undercount ~ crime + highschool, data=Ericksen)
mods[[2]] <- lm(undercount ~ poverty + language, data=Ericksen)
mods[[3]] <- lm(undercount ~ housing + crime, data=Ericksen)
modavg <- model.avg(mods)
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Multi-model Sampling Variance in R

sma <- summary(modavg)
printCoefmat(sma$coefmat.full, digits=3)

## Estimate Std. Error Adjusted SE z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) 4.24e-17 9.29e-02 9.47e-02 0.00 1.00
## crime 6.61e-01 1.27e-01 1.29e-01 5.13 3e-07 ***
## highschool 6.08e-02 8.77e-02 8.89e-02 0.68 0.49
## housing -1.72e-02 7.14e-02 7.27e-02 0.24 0.81
## poverty 4.48e-03 3.98e-02 3.99e-02 0.11 0.91
## language 6.54e-03 5.68e-02 5.68e-02 0.11 0.91
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

printCoefmat(sma$coefmat.subset, digits=3)

## Estimate Std. Error Adjusted SE z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) 4.24e-17 9.29e-02 9.47e-02 0.00 1.0000
## crime 6.70e-01 1.02e-01 1.04e-01 6.47 < 2e-16 ***
## highschool 9.92e-02 9.35e-02 9.53e-02 1.04 0.2981
## housing -4.61e-02 1.11e-01 1.13e-01 0.41 0.6834
## poverty 3.28e-01 1.00e-01 1.02e-01 3.22 0.0013 **
## language 4.79e-01 1.00e-01 1.02e-01 4.70 2.6e-06 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
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Option 2

Another option would be to let the function sort out which variables
ought to be in there:

E <- na.omit(Ericksen)

fm1 <- lm(undercount ~ ., data=E,

na.action="na.fail")

out <- dredge(fm1)

ma <- model.avg(out)
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Model Selection Summary

sma <- summary(ma, subset=delta < 4)

printCoefmat(sma$coefmat.full, digits=3)

## Estimate Std. Error Adjusted SE z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) 0.1623 0.2513 0.2537 0.64 0.52245
## conventional 0.2959 0.0910 0.0925 3.20 0.00138 **
## crime 0.2126 0.1539 0.1553 1.37 0.17081
## language 0.1594 0.1147 0.1158 1.38 0.16876
## minority 0.6472 0.1751 0.1774 3.65 0.00026 ***
## poverty -0.1597 0.1606 0.1620 0.99 0.32422
## citystate -0.2142 0.3173 0.3201 0.67 0.50337
## highschool 0.0158 0.1040 0.1052 0.15 0.88034
## housing -0.0247 0.0675 0.0683 0.36 0.71747
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

printCoefmat(sma$coefmat.subset, digits=3)

## Estimate Std. Error Adjusted SE z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) 0.1623 0.2513 0.2537 0.64 0.52245
## conventional 0.2984 0.0872 0.0888 3.36 0.00078 ***
## crime 0.2682 0.1223 0.1245 2.15 0.03123 *
## language 0.2006 0.0911 0.0928 2.16 0.03069 *
## minority 0.6479 0.1740 0.1763 3.68 0.00024 ***
## poverty -0.2444 0.1370 0.1395 1.75 0.07980 .
## citystate -0.4581 0.3219 0.3277 1.40 0.16219
## highschool 0.0528 0.1848 0.1870 0.28 0.77748
## housing -0.0813 0.1019 0.1037 0.78 0.43260
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
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More Multi-model Inference

We could also think about two other uses of Akaike weights:

• We could actually use ˆ̄� as our point estimate that will be less
biased due to model selection.

• Summing wi across all of the models including variable j can give
a sense of how “important” variables are.
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Important Variables in R

dotchart(rev(ma$importance[1:8]),

pch=16, xlim=c(0,1))
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Multi-model Averaging Cautions

• Di�cult if candidate models have di↵erent functional forms for
the same variable (e.g., additive in one model and conditional in
another.)

• Only really takes care of the model if all of the models you ever
want to estimate are in the candidate set.

• Won’t probably do what you want if you’ve got di↵erent ways to
operationalize a single concept.
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Readings

Today: Model Selection

⇤ Fox (2015) Chapter 22
⇤ Miller (1984)
⇤ James et al. (2013) Chapter 6.
⇤ Burnham and Anderson (2004)
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